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Abstract

Cloud computing has drastically altered the ways in which it is possible to deliver information technologies (ITs) to
consumers as a service. In addition, the concept has given rise to multiple benefits for consumers and
organizations. However, such a fast surge in the adoption of cloud computing has led to the emergence of the
cloud as a new cybercrime environment, thus giving rise to fresh legal, technical and organizational challenges. In
addition to the vast number of attacks that have had an impact on cloud computing and the fact that cloud-based
data processing is carried out in a decentralized manner, many other concerns have been noted. Among these
concerns are how to conduct a thorough digital investigation in cloud environments and how to be prepared to
gather data ahead of time before the occurrence of an incident; indeed, this kind of preparation would reduce the
amount of money, time and effort that is expended. As a number of cloud forensics challenges have not received
enough attention, this study is motivated by a particular gap in research on the technical, legal and organizational
factors that facilitate forensic readiness in organizations that utilize an Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) model. This
paper presents a framework with which to investigate the factors that facilitate the forensic readiness of
organizations. This framework was identified by critically reviewing previous studies in the literature and by
performing an in-depth examination of the relevant industrial standards. The factors were comprehensively studied
and extracted from the literature; then, the factors were analysed, duplicates were removed, and the factors were
categorized and synthesized to produce the framework. To obtain reliable results, the research method involved
two steps: a literature review, followed by expert reviews. These techniques help us paint a comprehensive picture
of the research topic and validate and confirm the results.
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Introduction
The recent era has witnessed a cloud computing revolution;
this revolution not only has led many to view the concept
as a new IT paradigm but also has given cloud computing a
reputation as one of the most rapidly growing and industry-
changing technologies since the conception of computing it-
self [1]. In addition, this enormous surge has altered the
way in which ITs can be used to access, manage, create and
deliver services [2]. Many firmly believe that money is
among the primary reasons cloud computing is thought of
as a rapidly growing technology; indeed, adopting cloud
computing in organizations can reduce the cost of IT [3].

However, the aforementioned lightning-fast growth in
cloud computing adoption has led to a situation in
which cloud environments are now viewed as a new en-
vironment for cybercrime. This situation has also given
rise to fresh legal, organizational and technical chal-
lenges. At this point, it is appropriate to mention the
substantial number of attacks that have an influence on
cloud computing and the fact that cloud-based data pro-
cessing is carried out in a decentralized manner; indeed,
in addition to these factors, many have expressed con-
cerns related to how a thorough digital investigation can
be conducted in cloud environments [1]. In general,
should any attack take place, it is essential to conduct in-
vestigations without the need to rely on a third party.
However, the situation is different in cloud environ-
ments, where such a process is still complicated; these
complications arise from the fact that cloud providers,
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which fully dictate what happens in the environment, re-
main in control of the sources of evidence. In addition,
consumers, to some extent, are still unable to proactively
gather data prior to the occurrence of an incident [4].
Therefore, ensuring that forensic readiness is achieved
before digital investigations are conducted would reduce
the expenditure of both money and time.
According to Market Research Media [5], the world-

wide cloud computing market is forecast to grow by a
compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 30% through
2020; at this point, many feel that the market will be
worth approximately $270 billion. Such an estimation
clearly illustrates the growth of the cloud computing in-
dustry, as well as the surge in the number of cloud users
across the globe. Nevertheless, this growth will also give
rise to an increase in the frequency with which cyberat-
tacks are carried out. Although cloud forensics faces nu-
merous challenges, there are no specially designed
guidelines, procedures or standards pertaining to cloud
forensics [6]. The investigation of this paper seeks to
understand and identify the factors that contribute to
cloud forensic readiness in organizations that utilize an
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) model.

Motivation
As cloud environments have brought new challenges to the
digital forensics field, the National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) [7] has identified 65 cloud forensics
challenges. Aside from the vast number of attacks that have
had an impact on cloud computing and the fact that cloud-
based data processing is carried out in a decentralized man-
ner, many other concerns have also been noted. Among
these concerns are the issues of how to conduct a thorough
digital investigation in cloud environments and how to pre-
pare to gather data ahead of time prior to the occurrence of
an incident; indeed, this kind of preparation would save
money, effort and time. To the best of our knowledge, there
are no standards or guidelines that focus on cloud environ-
ments at the time of writing/conducting this research. Con-
sequently, we are motivated to investigate the influencing
factors of cloud forensic readiness. The first essential is to
understand the existing gaps and challenges faced by cloud
consumers as they attempt to be forensically ready. Bearing
this in mind, we propose the following research objectives:

� To fill the gaps in existing research regarding cloud
forensic readiness.

� To identify the factors that contribute to forensic
readiness in organizations that utilize an IaaS model.

� To verify the cloud forensic readiness framework.

To achieve the objectives of this study and contribute
to the cloud forensics field, the following research ques-
tion must be answered.

RQ1: What is the appropriate framework for cloud fo-
rensic readiness in organizations that utilize an IaaS
model? This question is divided into three sub-questions:

Q1.1: What are the technological factors that influence
cloud forensic readiness in organizations?
Q1.2: What are the legal factors that influence cloud
forensic readiness in organizations?
Q1.3: What are the organizational factors that
influence cloud forensic readiness in organizations?

The paper is structured as follows: The second section
provides a literature review that discusses the concept of
digital forensics and cloud forensics as well as some re-
lated. The third section proposes the cloud forensic readi-
ness framework of this study; this proposal involves
identifying all factors and mapping them to the literature.
The fourth section outlines the research approach imple-
mented during this study. The fifth section presents the
study results, and the sixth section discusses the findings
from the expert reviews. The final section provides an
overview of the research and presents conclusions drawn
from the results and future research directions.

Literature review
Since the technological revolution began in earnest in the
late twentieth century, the number of crimes involving
computers has grown dramatically. As a result, since that
time, digital forensics has been employed to combat any
attack or cybercrime and to improve and acquire legal evi-
dence found in digital media. Digital forensics can be
identified as the application of science to identify, acquire,
examine and analyse data while maintaining data integrity
and the chain of custody of the information [8, 9].
Many hold the belief that digital forensics, as a separ-

ate specialty, was pioneered during the late 1990s, just
as the frequency of computer crimes began to rise due
to the surge in the popularity of the Internet [10]. The
recent era has seen an increase in the frequency of
cyberattacks in cloud environments, and this increase is
clear evidence of the ability that cybercriminals possess
in regard to creating substantial and costly damage for
both cloud providers and cloud customers [4]. The
growing number of cybercriminals in cloud environ-
ments has resulted in more security breaches, which
has prompted many organizations to embrace the need
for cloud forensic readiness [11]. Moreover, the results
of a cloud forensics survey by Ruan et al. [1] revealed
that more than 80% of respondents who were familiar
with digital forensics expressed that “a procedure and a
set of toolkits to proactively collect forensic-relevant
data in the cloud is important”. Consequently, it is es-
sential that cloud consumers achieve forensic readiness
prior to the occurrence of any incident.
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Service models are provided in cloud computing at three
different levels: Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a
Service (PaaS) and IaaS. Consumers have less control over
an SaaS model, and the control level increases as we pro-
gress towards the IaaS model, as shown in Fig. 1. For in-
stance, collecting evidence logs in a SaaS model exclusively
depends on the cloud service provider (CSP). In contrast,
in an IaaS model, the virtual machine image can be col-
lected from the customer side [13]. As the aim of this re-
search is to enable organizations to be forensically ready,
our research scope focuses on the IaaS model, which pro-
vides consumers with a higher level of control.
This paper focuses on cloud forensic readiness from

consumer perspectives, and for the purpose of this re-
search, we can identify cloud forensic readiness as a
mechanism that aims to reduce the cost of conducting
an investigation in a cloud environment and to provide
any relevant information needed before setting up an
investigation. There is clear evidence showing that
cloud forensic readiness can give rise to many benefits
for cloud environments, including an enhanced secur-
ity level. Marco et al. [4], Pangalos and Katos [14], and
Alenezi et al. [15] agree that forensic readiness helps
organizations improve their security strategies, be pre-
pared for any attack, and reduce the number of secur-
ity incidents.

Review of related work
In this paper, we critically reviewed previous studies in the
literature and performed an in-depth examination of the
relevant industrial standards. To paint a comprehensive
picture of the research topic, five database sources that

are considered the most relevant to the fields of computer
science were selected: SpringerLink, the Association for
Computing Machinery (ACM) Digital Library, the Insti-
tute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), Scien-
ceDirect and Google Scholar. All of the searches were
limited in date from 2010 to 2019. The queries used in
this paper were as follows: (Cloud OR Digital) AND (Fo-
rensic OR Crime) AND (Readiness OR Framework OR
Model OR Process OR Examination OR Analysis).
Numerous important studies have made attempts to

explore digital forensic readiness, and the main studies
are highlighted below:
Grobler et al. [16] identified certain goals and aims

that accompany proactive digital forensics, as well as
six diverse dimensions of digital forensics. They pre-
sented a theory-based digital forensics framework that
is capable of guiding organizations as they begin to
employ proactive forensics. Alharbi et al. [17], identi-
fied and mapped the processes that currently exist in
the digital forensics literature. Doing so resulted in the
proposal of a proactive and reactive digital forensics
process. Moreover, Elyas [18, 19] formulated a concep-
tual framework by pinpointing factors that can con-
tribute to the process of reaching a state of digital
forensic readiness within organizations. Furthermore,
Valjarevic and Venter [20] proposed guidelines related
to the implementation of the harmonized digital
forensic investigation readiness process (DFIRP)
model. This model consists of three readiness pro-
cesses: assessment, implementation, and planning; the
model was then added to ISO/IEC 27043: 2015. The
guidelines that were presented can assist in the

Fig. 1 Consumers’ control over various models [12]
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implementation of digital forensic readiness measures
in a diverse range of organizations.
Moussa et al. [21] proposed a conceptual framework

that aims to assist IaaS consumers in achieving forensic
readiness. IaaS consumers can utilize the framework to
establish how they should gather the necessary digital
evidence without having to rely on cloud providers.
However, the framework itself has yet to be verified or
investigated empirically. A decision-making approach
based on an algorithm was introduced by Simou,
Troumpis and Kalloniatis [22] to calculate organizations’
forensic readiness and compliance level and to
categorize the unimplemented tasks in the cloud. Their
aim was to identify important unimplemented tasks,
classify them and prioritize them accordingly to provide
useful information for both software engineers and
stakeholders to make the appropriate decision. Similarly,
Park et al. [23] introduced a digital forensic readiness
model in cloud computing-based smart work. This
model consists of two categories, namely, policy readi-
ness and technical readiness. The authors conducted a
validity analysis by distributing a survey to a number of
digital forensic experts. However, not all evaluation cri-
teria achieved scores that confirmed validity, and future
research is expected to conduct an in-depth analysis of
the proposed model for greater validity.
Sibiya et al. [24] introduced a forensic readiness model

that can be employed by cloud providers as a technique to
facilitate digital forensic readiness. This model can aid cloud
providers in administering data that are necessary for any
pending investigations. Regardless, the scope of the model
means that it is limited to assessing data in terms of their
readiness for cloud environment-based forensic analysis.
Along similar lines, Makutsoane and Leonard [25] proposed
a conceptual framework that can be used by organizations
that have a tendency to switch to cloud computing. The aim
behind their proposed framework was to determine the state
of readiness of CSPs and to allow companies to make cor-
rect decisions regarding the most suitable CSPs.
A model aimed at facilitating digital forensic readi-

ness through the implementation of a botnet service
in a cloud environment was proposed by Kebande
and Venter [26]. The primary contribution made by
this model was the fact that it altered botnets, thus
allowing them to transition from illegal to legal appli-
cations capable of monitoring and information captur-
ing. The authors drew attention to the requirements
that a cloud environment must meet when a non-
malicious botnet is being used to prepare for forensic
investigations [27]. All of the requirements proposed
by these authors pertain to the legal, operational and
technical aspects that emerge from the ISO/IEC
27043:2015 standard. Moreover, Kebande and Venter
[28] examined the design and implementation of a

cloud forensic readiness system. To function as an
agent-based solution (ABS) in the cloud, a non-
malicious botnet was employed by the authors. This
technique is also aligned with ISO/IEC 27043: 2015,
which enables organizations to conduct digital investi-
gations without disrupting cloud operations.
In addition, a forensic-by-design framework was pro-

posed by Ab Rahman et al. [29] for cyber-physical cloud
systems (CPCSs). The framework clearly demonstrated
exactly how important forensic readiness is. Such a con-
ceptual framework, which is composed of six factors,
guarantees that the design of a CPCS is based on the
goal of simplifying and increasing the efficiency of foren-
sic investigations. The forensic-by-design approach is
supposed to be capable of facilitating digital investiga-
tions. In order for a judge to decide whether the pre-
sented evidence is trustworthy, Dykstra et al. [30]
emphasized the importance of trust in cloud services.
Their study investigated trust challenges during the col-
lection of digital evidence in an IaaS model. Their pro-
posed model is divided into six layers, and in each layer,
various types of forensics activities and trust are re-
quired. However, their experiments were specific to an
IaaS model using Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) services.
The study did not extent to other cloud service models
because EC2 is the only model in which forensic tools
can be installed.
Also of note here is a model that was presented by

Trenwith and Venter [31] that aims to help reach a state
of digital forensic readiness within a cloud environment.
This model proposed the concept of using a remote and
central logging facility that accelerates data gathering.
Similarly, Zawoad et al. introduced Secure Logging as a
Service (SecLaaS), which allows investigators to acquire
the logs of virtual machines and to ensure the confiden-
tiality of cloud users [32]. SecLaaS is supposed to protect
the integrity of logs from any manipulation by providing
proofs of past logs.
While numerous studies have investigated digital fo-

rensic readiness, a few studies have investigated digital
forensic readiness in cloud environments. Moreover, to
the best of our knowledge, this study is the first to have
collected all of these factors together and to have ana-
lysed the way in which they affect cloud forensic readi-
ness. Therefore, the goal of the present research is to
propose and verify a framework that can facilitate orga-
nizations that utilize an IaaS model in achieving foren-
sic readiness.

Proposed framework
As discussed above, the cloud environment is consid-
ered an issue in the field of digital forensics; for this
reason, numerous challenges have emerged. The NIST
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[7] has identified 65 cloud forensics challenges. As a
result, cloud computing is viewed by many experts as
a new cybercrime environment. Among these con-
cerns are the issues of how to conduct a thorough
digital investigation in cloud environments and how
to prepare to gather data ahead of time prior to the
occurrence of an incident; this preparation would save
money, effort and time. To the best of our know-
ledge, a few studies have investigated cloud forensic
readiness in general. To date, however, no other stud-
ies have gathered all of the influencing factors and in-
troduced a verified framework that helps
organizations that utilize an IaaS model be forensic-
ally ready. The following framework is proposed
based on the literature review; the proposed frame-
work was further elaborated in a previous research
paper [15]. The framework consists of three dimen-
sions, as depicted in Fig. 2: The proposed cloud fo-
rensic readiness framework [15].:

Technological factors
The technological factors describe the technological as-
pects that influence cloud forensic readiness in organiza-
tions. The following technological factors are related to
digital forensic readiness and were identified by the lit-
erature review.

� Cloud infrastructure: Preparing the underlying
infrastructure makes it possible to support and
facilitate digital forensic investigations. Preparing the
infrastructure helps organizations appropriately
determine, trace and preserve potential evidence.
Infrastructure preparation pertains to servers,

storage, networks, operating systems, and digital
forensic laboratories.

� Cloud architecture: The cloud architecture must
be designed to increase its forensic capabilities. The
correct architecture that supports cloud forensics
will facilitate forensic procedures and make it
possible to obtain admissible digital evidence.

� Forensic technologies: These technologies include
specialized forensic software or hardware that can
allow organizations to conduct a complete indoor
digital investigation. They are considered vital when
collecting and examining digital evidence in cloud
environments. It can be difficult to conduct a digital
investigation without proper technology, and
therefore, these technologies should be reliable and
accurate to produce admissible evidence.

� Cloud security: Security in cloud computing can be
utilized in the digital forensics field as a trigger alarm
to generate alert notifications when specified criteria
are met and to provide a secure environment to
facilitate the process of finding digital evidence and
sources of evidence. Thus, to conduct a digital
investigation, incidents must first be detected by a
monitor system in a timely manner. Doing so can be
achieved using various technologies, such as intrusion
detection systems (IDSs), as well as anti-virus and
anti-spyware technology. Moreover, the collected evi-
dence must be securely gathered, transported and
stored in a secure location.

Legal factors
The legal factors include aspects that are related to
agreements between consumers and providers, multi-

Fig. 2 The proposed cloud forensic readiness framework [15]
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jurisdictions and regulatory issues. These factors are fur-
ther elaborated below:

� Service Level Agreements (SLAs): An SLA is a
contract between a CSP and consumers that
documents what services will be offered by the
provider, including forensic investigations. SLAs
should clearly specify the responsibilities of CSPs and
customers associated with forensic investigations.
Cloud providers and consumers need to agree on
SLAs to avoid missing terms or conditions and to
support potential digital investigations.

� Regulatory: This factor involves adherence to laws
and regulations. To achieve forensic readiness,
organizations must be aware of and comply with
relevant laws, policies, and regulations. Moreover,
cloud providers must adhere to the regulations
imposed on service providers.

� Jurisdiction: This factor refers to the judicial
region. Since CSPs may provide cloud services
from different regions or areas, it is necessary for
organizations to determine the judicial regions, if
any, or to consider all multi-jurisdictions. It can
be problematic for organizations to conduct an
investigation while some data are not in the same
jurisdiction or if multi-jurisdiction has not been
specified in the service agreements. Furthermore,
organizations should have a clear understanding
of the legal and regulatory requirements of rele-
vant jurisdictions. Organizations should agree with
service providers regarding which jurisdictions
data reside in and the cooperation during digital
investigations.

Organizational factors
The organizational factors illustrate the characteristics of
an organization and its employees that can facilitate
cloud forensic readiness. These factors, defined below,
have been highlighted by some research studies in the
literature:

� Management support: This factor involves the
top management level of the organization, which
helps the organization achieve forensic readiness,
including authorization, decision-making, neces-
sary resources, and funds. It is important that
the top management in organizations is aware of
the importance of being forensically ready and
has an influence on the establishment and imple-
mentation of the readiness of digital
investigations.

� Readiness strategy: This factor is an
organization’s plan to achieve forensic readiness.
In general, the strategy pertains to how the

readiness would work. To achieve successful
forensic readiness, organizations must clearly form
dedicated strategic objectives that serve the
organization’s needs. The organization’s readiness
strategy must be flexible to adapt to potential
changes.

� Governance: This factor refers to the
management of the implementation of processes
and structures in the organization that designate
responsibilities and practices. This aspect includes
the organization’s general policy on cloud forensic
readiness, such as managing forensics procedures
and responsibilities related to digital evidence that
is found in the cloud or any other resources.
Ensuring that all procedures and responsibilities
are structured in a correct way leads to a
successful forensic investigation. In addition,
governance can ensure the quality of forensic
readiness in an organization.

� Culture: This factor concerns the pattern of
beliefs, values, assumptions and practices that
have a direct impact on cloud forensic readiness.
Successful forensic readiness can be achieved by
making a cultural change in relation to the
importance of forensic readiness and a culture of
adherence to best practices in relation to
forensic readiness. This cultural change can be
achieved through the implementation of staff
training and awareness as well as forensics
policies.

� Training: This factor involves providing training
programmes to technical staff and awareness
programmes to non-technical staff on forensics best
practices. To achieve forensic readiness, organiza-
tions should educate and certify their technical staff
through forensics training programmes to ensure
that their skills and knowledge are up to date. More-
over, awareness training programmes should be pro-
vided to non-technical staff so that they know how
to respond in the case of suspicious activities; in-
deed, such knowledge will minimize the risk of
evidence loss.

� Procedures: This factor involves the
organization’s general policies on cloud forensics
as well as security and privacy policies during
digital investigations. Organizations should
clearly state their forensics polices, as doing so
will make it possible to collect admissible
evidence. Such policies include various
procedures, guidelines and standards that steer
the digital investigation within an organization.
The policies of the organization should be
assessed periodically. Table 1 maps the identified
factors to the literature [15].
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Research methodology
When the nature of research is exploratory, a qualitative
method is most suitable; such a methodology is
employed to identify the perception of the audience
under study in regard to certain issues [33]. The purpose
of a qualitative approach is to clarify respondents’
thoughts, feelings, decisions and actions [34]. In this
way, it is possible to understand a certain situation, as a
qualitative approach provides insights into issues that
could well be the focus of future studies. Scholars often
employ qualitative methods when working with the re-
sults of a literature review [35]. Because a qualitative ap-
proach generates a great deal of data, coding is the most
commonly used approach to analysing data [33]. To
identify and report the themes running through the raw
data, thematic analysis was employed. Thematic analysis
is a technique that makes it possible to collate and
summarize a corpus in a particular way, which, in turn,
aids researchers in locating vital elements that will allow
them to produce effective research questions [36, 37].
To complete the analysis of the qualitative data, NVivo
11 software was employed to examine the themes of the
raw data.
For this study, interviews were considered the most

suitable approach for qualitative data collection [38].
Not only does this technique help researchers paint a
comprehensive picture of the research topic, but it
also makes it possible to validate and confirm the re-
sults. This study involved interviews with experts in
the relevant field to review and verify the proposed
framework. The interviews also made it possible to
examine other factors that had not previously been
mentioned in the framework. When employing this
method, it was essential to link and contrast the data
that resulted from the literature review, as well as the

expert reviews. The first phase involved gathering
data by analysing the literature and the relevant in-
dustry standards to construct a framework. During
the expert interviews (second phase), the respondents
were asked both open- and closed-ended questions to
verify the framework and to add new factors not
found within the framework.
In qualitative studies, the sample usually consists of

fewer participants than in quantitative studies [39]. It is
vital for researchers to clarify the minimum sample
needed; in this way, pinpoint, reliable results can be ob-
tained [40]. Scholars have yet to produce an agreed-
upon consensus regarding how many experts should be
interviewed when conducting a confirmatory study. The
majority of research has recommended that between 3
and 20 experts should be interviewed [41]. However,
Guest et al. [42] suggested that the saturation point is
generally reached when 12 respondents are interviewed.
As a result, the present study conducted interviews
with 12 experts in the fields of security and digital fo-
rensics and who had experience in a cloud environ-
ment. The interviewees were deemed to be expert
only if they had been working in the field of digital
forensics and/or security for a minimum of five years,
had worked with the IaaS model and/or made a con-
tribution to this field. This study was set in various
countries, as clearly shown in Table 2: Summary of
the interviewees.:

Study findings
This section presents the findings from the expert re-
views. Experts were interviewed to verify the pro-
posed framework and to identify any factors that
were not mentioned in the framework. The purpose

Table 2 Summary of the interviewees

Expert Job Description Years of Experience Country

A Cyber security and forensics expert 10+ UK

B Cloud consultant 5 Saudi Arabia

C Cloud security expert 6–10 USA

D Senior manager of cyber investigations, eForensics, and digital development capabilities 6–10 UK

E Security and digital forensics expert 10+ South Africa

F Cloud forensics expert 6–10 Ireland

G Cloud forensics expert 6–10 Australia

H Digital forensics and cloud security expert 10+ Saudi Arabia

I Cloud forensics expert 6–10 UAE

J Cloud forensics expert 6–10 South Africa

K Cloud and IoT forensics expert 5 Malaysia

L Cloud forensics researcher 6–10 China
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of the interviews was to seek out and clarify any
problems related to cloud forensics and to assess how
important it is for organizations to be ready to con-
duct digital investigations in cloud environments. The
experts’ opinions and comments are presented below:

Technological factors
The participants were asked to give their thoughts on
the factors related to technological cloud forensic
readiness. The interview results were clear: All ex-
perts were in agreement that the technological factors
are very important or important in the context of
cloud forensic readiness. Of the experts interviewed,
most agreed that the infrastructure of the cloud is
important in terms of achieving cloud forensic readi-
ness. Additionally, every single expert stated that the
architecture of the cloud is vital to achieving cloud
forensic readiness. Moreover, all experts agreed that
digital investigations cannot be conducted without fo-
rensics technologies that are able to produce reliable

evidence. Similarly, all of the interviewed experts
agreed that security during digital investigations is
vital to achieving cloud forensic readiness. Table 3
presents some of the most notable findings in this
regard.

Legal factors
Following the interviews, it was clear that the legal
factors are important in relation to cloud forensic
readiness. There was a clear agreement between the
expert respondents regarding the importance of SLAs
in cloud forensics. Additionally, most of the inter-
viewees were in agreement regarding the importance
of taking into account regulatory compliance with re-
gard to achieving cloud forensic readiness. Six of the
experts stated the opinion that the regulatory factor
should to be changed to regulatory compliance.
Moreover, many of the interviewees emphasized the
importance of identifying the legal jurisdiction(s) be-
fore conducting digital investigations. Seven of the ex-
pert respondents opined that the jurisdiction factor

Table 3 Expert reviews of the technological factors

Factor Expert Comment

Cloud
infrastructure

C “In order to facilitate potential digital investigations and be forensically ready, organizations should prepare the underlying
infrastructure to support digital forensics”.

B “Infrastructure has a direct impact on forensic readiness, so cloud infrastructure should correspond to digital forensics
requirements”.

H “It is important to prepare the infrastructure, but it is very difficult to amend it to fulfil forensics requirements”.

I “Historically, security and forensics by design have proved to be efficient and necessary approaches to provide sound forensics
services”.

F “This is important to consider because of the chain of custody: it’s necessary to trace every location of evidence”.

Cloud
architecture

B “Excellent architecture means excellent readiness for forensics”.

D “Correct architecture is required, as the digital forensic operator may not be involved and this piece is provided by the relevant
ICT structure within the organization”.

C “Cloud architecture is required to facilitate extra information (e.g., logs, flows) to corroborate findings”.

J “The architecture has to support the running of processes”.

K “Correct architecture is important, as it standardizes the data flow, which means that it is far easier to track and retrieve”.

Forensic
technologies

C “Although a good analyst can make do with existing tools, up-to-date forensics technologies are very important”.

J “The type of technology we choose determines if we can get credible evidence or not”.

K “Without cutting-edge gadgets, the forensics process is going to be difficult to conduct”.

E “I believe that forensic technologies are very important since those technologies will be the enablers of cloud forensic readiness”.

I “Given the distributed nature and massive computing technology, forensics technologies need to be designed in a way that
takes advantage of the computing power and encapsulates intelligence to serve forensic acquisition, examination and analysis”.

Cloud security B “Security is a very important part, specifically for a forensics team, as it can provide them with a secure environment in which
to conduct their investigation”.

E “Obviously, security is still important because security measures are often more proactive than digital forensics measures”.

C “Security helps eliminate false positives if properly configured, understood, and monitored”.

H “Forensics and security bodies need to work together to gather evidence in a secure and forensic manner”.

G “When security and forensics teams work together, it can assist in evidence correlation and integration between incident
handling and digital forensics practices”.
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should be changed to multi-jurisdictions. Table 4 pre-
sents a collection of some of the most notable state-
ments made in this regard.

Organizational factors
As clearly shown by the findings from the expert inter-
views, the organizational factors are viewed as being very
important or important in regard to achieving forensic
readiness. It was fairly clear that a consensus existed
among the respondents regarding the importance of
management support in regard to achieving cloud foren-
sic readiness. Moreover, all the interviewees agreed that
if forensic readiness is to be achieved by organizations,
then a readiness plan should be in place. Additionally,
many of the interviewees pointed to the importance of
organizational culture in regard to an organization
reaching its goal of forensic readiness. Of all the experts
interviewed, six felt that the culture factor should be re-
placed by the term organizational culture. Furthermore,

the firm belief among all interviewees was that training
is vital in regard to reaching forensic readiness within
organizations; however, five interviewees opined that the
training factor should instead be named training and
awareness. Notably, all interviewees agreed that an
organization has a better chance of achieving forensic
readiness if it has digital forensics policies in place. In
total, five of the interviewees suggested that the proced-
ure factor should be changed to policies because policies
would be a broader term that covers the various foren-
sics procedures, guidelines and standards that steer
digital investigations within an organization. The most
notable statements made in this regard are presented in
Table 5.
Overall, the proposed framework has been verified by

the experts. Some of the proposed factors were altered,
and new factors were added by the experts to improve
the framework. The next section provides a discussion
of the study findings.

Table 4 Expert reviews of the legal factors

Factor Expert Comment

Service Level
Agreements (SLAs)

A “This is one of the main issues these days, as cloud forensics are considered afterwards – guidelines on to what extent a
provider will assist with or take ownership of issues”.

J “Readiness involves mainly monitoring and collecting personal information. It is important to have an agreement prior
to implementing this aspect”.

K “As the cloud is shared between consumers and providers, SLAs form a critical part when it comes to stating the roles
and responsibilities of each party”.

D “We need to be able to obtain the digital evidence; if we are not able to do so, then we may not be able to fully
investigate the crime. If we do have SLAs that include forensics scenarios, then we have the evidential requirement to
support the investigation”.

I “The geographical separation between clients and the CSP is one of the main challenges in defining SLAs. SLA
assessment and standardization might be needed to preserve the digital data in a forensically sound manner and to
preserve the rights of both the CSP and clients. Enhancing SLAs definitely needs to be considered in the readiness
framework”.

E “It is not crucial but very important to have SLAs in place because the proactive nature of cloud forensic readiness might
impede the productivity of a system due to the additional overhead that cloud forensic readiness is prone to exhibiting”.

Regulatory A “Regulatory compliance is a very important factor to consider in this framework; organizations and CSPs need to comply
with laws and regulations to avoid regulatory and financial consequences”.

L “The absence of regulations produces many different explanations for the same matter, while in these situations,
consumers are the big loser”.

D “If we do not follow the regulatory codes or ISO or others, then potentially our evidence will not be available in the
criminal justice process”.

Jurisdiction F “The physical borders in the cloud are not clear, so it is necessary for possible perimeters and related laws to be drawn or
proposed”.

J “Though each jurisdiction varies, this is an important aspect in ensuring that crimes are prosecuted per the
jurisdiction”.

E “Multi-jurisdiction is very important to consider in cloud forensics because the nature of public clouds often spans
multiple jurisdictions, which may have different laws. However, it is not absolutely crucial because I think most
organizations are focused on their own jurisdictions with some disregard for others”.

I “The geographical separation between clients and the CSP is one of the main challenges in cloud forensics. Multi-
jurisdiction assessment and standardization might be needed to preserve the digital data in a forensically sound manner
and to preserve the rights of both the CSP and clients. Multi-jurisdiction definitely needs to be considered in the readiness
framework”.
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Discussion
The interviews with the experts verify the proposed frame-
work; the names of five of the factors were altered, while
two more factors were added, as can be seen in Fig. 3. As a
result, following the literature review, the expert review and
the questionnaire, the framework was verified. The follow-
ing section examines the results of the expert reviews.

As stated in the literature [1, 6, 7, 43–45] and by a
number of the interviewed experts, cloud computing has
given rise to numerous issues and problems in the field
of digital forensics. Indeed, any organization that uses
cloud services must have a plan in place and pay atten-
tion to cloud forensics before future attacks happen. All
experts agreed that forensic readiness is affected by the

Table 5 Expert reviews of the organizational factors

Factor Expert Comment

Management
support

B “Lack of management support causes a delay in or a failure to achieve the readiness”.

D “There needs to be a good understanding and buy-in by the whole management team and organization”.

C “Organizations cannot move to or adopt new technologies without support from the business”.

K “It is very hard to have a well-qualified armed forensics team without endless support from the superiors and decision makers
in the organization”.

H “The readiness needs investment (money) and support (decision) from the top management”.

I “Management is mostly business oriented, delivering investigators’ points of view (and, in particular, readiness). Convincing
stakeholders might require a great deal of effort”.

E “This is very important because if an organization does not have buy-in from management, there will not be a sufficient budget
(if any) assigned for CFR, and then, CFR will be non-existent”.

Readiness
strategy

D “We need a clear plan about what the problem is, how we aim to achieve this, and the outcomes should be clearly defined”.

E “Since strategy is a very proactive paradigm, it ties in directly with the paradigm of cloud forensic readiness, and that is to be
proactive”.

J “Without a strategy, implementation would be in jeopardy”.

H “Success in the strategy resulted in success in forensics investigations and verse versa”.

Governance D “We need a clear and well-defined governance structure, which should be simple, whilst covering all of the policies and proce-
dures so as to ensure the integrity of the digital evidence obtained”.

F “Every identified role must be carefully assigned, while specific duties should be introduced”.

K “Governance is important in forensic readiness because it makes the forensics investigation team very systematic during their
tasks and procedures, which can assure us that we are forensically ready”.

Culture I “The changing mindset of CEOs, management and employees is a challenge that needs to be considered. On the other hand,
the forensic investigators and analysts might show resistance in adopting the readiness framework”.

D “There needs to be a good culture in policing attitudes regarding the correct ways to obtain, process and store digital
evidence”.

E “It is important to bring culture in since that automatically raises more awareness amongst the participants in the
organization”.

Training K “Training your staff is the first step towards being ready and armed against any cyberattack”.

J “Training is a very important aspect of forensics. Each individual must know why the process is needed in an organization”.

D “The correct training needs to be identified at the provided level within the organization, from the first responder through to
the digital analyst”.

E “I think training is less important to the organization as a whole but quite important in terms of digital forensic examiners. In
addition, non-forensic teams need to be provided with awareness programmes on how to respond in the case of cyberattacks.
This can help forensics teams to reduce the risk of evidence loss”

I “The fear of adopting new approaches, procedures and strategies can be considered the main obstacle. Training might be
extremely helpful for families and shareholders with the new procedures or tools, and hence, it is very important”.

Procedure B “Policies are very important for forensic readiness, as we can make sure that everything goes in the same direction and avoid
self-interpretation”.

D “You cannot operate in the digital forensics world at an evidentiary standard without good policy and procedures, both quality
standards and technical standards. They go together”.

L “I believe forensics policies are a set of rules that can guide people on what to do and what not to do before, during and after
digital investigations, and this must be done by the senior management”.

I “Forensics policies are important, as the current trend shows that, at both the national and international levels, efforts have
been initiated towards a cloud, big data, and other evolving technology procedures”.
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three dimensions, namely, legal, technological, and
organizational factors. In addition, most of the experts
agreed with the factors and saw no convincing reason to
exclude any of the proposed factors. The findings of the
interviews made it clear that the experts viewed these
factors as important and felt that they have a substantial
influence on cloud forensic readiness.
Following the interviews, it was also clear that all of the

technological factors are vital in regard to achieving cloud
forensic readiness. Moreover, a number of the experts asked
for the inclusion of forensics techniques within the techno-
logical factors. With regard to the legal factors, most of the
experts concurred with the factors proposed but felt that
certain factors should be renamed, e.g., regulatory compli-
ance instead of regulatory and multi-jurisdictional instead
of jurisdiction. In addition, numerous experts expressed the
feeling that the privacy factor should be added to the legal
factors. Moreover, the experts stated that all of the
organizational factors are vital, with none of them recom-
mending that new factors needed to be added. Neverthe-
less, certain experts suggested that a few factors should be
renamed. The procedure factor has been renamed policies.
Given the significant influence of cloud forensics on the
standardization process and its need, the term policies
would be a wider term that includes the forensics proce-
dures, guidelines and standards that guide digital investiga-
tions within an organization. While cloud computing poses
a number of digital forensics challenges, there are no spe-
cially designed guidelines, procedures or standards pertain-
ing to cloud forensics [6]. Consequently, we would like to
take this opportunity to argue that standard-setting bodies

need to establish policies, guidelines and standards dedi-
cated to the cloud computing environment.
Moreover, the culture factor has been changed to

organizational culture to focus on the practices that have
a direct impact on the forensic readiness in organiza-
tions. The training and awareness factor has replaced
training. This process involves technical and non-
technical staff by providing training programmes to
technical staff and awareness programmes to non-
technical staff on forensics best practices.
However, it was also important for the experts to im-

prove the proposed framework by adding any essential
factors that were not stated in the framework and that
could potentially affect cloud forensic readiness within
organizations. In reference to this point, the experts
identified two new factors – namely, privacy and foren-
sics techniques – which they thought should be taken
into account by organizations that are preparing for fo-
rensic readiness. Both of these factors were viewed as
important; indeed, five experts felt that they should be
included in the framework. They also stated that it is
vital to add the privacy factor to the legal factors of the
proposed framework. The experts in digital forensics de-
fined privacy as the retention of information and data
that are accessed, gathered, logged, and wiped
throughout and after investigations related to digital
forensics. All the experts expressed the belief that or-
ganizations should have proper mechanisms to ensure
privacy during a forensic investigation. No previous
study has emphasized privacy during digital investiga-
tions in their proposed solutions. Subsequently, the

Fig. 3 The verified cloud forensic readiness framework
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decision was made to add the privacy factor to the
legal factors category.
In addition, seven of the experts suggested that a

new factor, designated forensics techniques, should be
added to the technological factors. Forensics tech-
niques are employed when there is a need to respond
to and to conduct investigations into cloud forensics
within an organization. Such forensics techniques may
include those used to provide answers to the “5W”
questions: What happened? When did it happen?
Where did it happen? Why did it happen? Who did
it? Following this, the focus switches to summarizing
the investigation’s results (e.g., the first reaction, data
acquisition, data assessment and evaluation, and con-
clusions). These techniques allow organizations to
collect evidence such that means it can be used as
admissible evidence in a court of law. These types of
measures aid organizations in minimizing the possibil-
ity that their business will be interrupted. Accord-
ingly, it was decided that the forensics techniques
factor should be included in the technological factors
category.
It should be noted at this point that numerous other

factors were mentioned but ignored because they were
already covered in the framework. These omitted factors
included the handling of forensic evidence, which over-
laps with forensics techniques, and qualifications, which
overlap with training and awareness.

Conclusions
Although cloud environments are now an alluring en-
vironment for cybercrime, there remains precious lit-
tle research that has addressed forensic readiness in
cloud environments. This paper started by providing
an overview of digital forensics and then discussed
the related work. From the literature review, it was
clear that it is essential to explore forensic readiness
in cloud environments. Therefore, this study aimed to
investigate the cloud forensic readiness factors that
influence organizations to be prepared to conduct
cloud forensic investigations. In this paper, the pro-
posed framework was reviewed and verified by a
number of experts in the fields of security and digital
forensics. In terms of the results of the expert re-
views, it was clear that all the proposed dimensions
and factors are important. Five factors were renamed,
and two new factors were added by the experts. In
future work, a survey will be distributed to cloud fo-
rensics practitioners in different organizations to val-
idate the cloud forensic readiness framework. Doing
so will help us construct an instrument derived from
the verified framework to measure organizations’ fo-
rensic readiness status.
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